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THE STEENROD ALGEBRA ACTION ON GENERATORS OF RINGS

OF INVARIANTS OF SUBGROUPS OF GLn(Z/pZ)
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(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. We compute the action of the Steenrod algebra on rings of invariants

of certain subgroups of GL„ (Z/pZ), namely, the upper triangular and parabolic

subgroups. As a consequence we get the action on the Dickson algebra for any

prime p . The methods we use are elementary.

1. Introduction and notation

For the last two decades modular invariant theory has been playing an im-

portant role in Algebraic Topology. Hyunh [8], Mann [14], and Cooper [5]

have used it to calculate the cohomology of "Lp« (the symmetric group on p"

letters) over Z/pZ. Because of the relation between l,pn and (co-)homology

operations, new definitions have been given in terms of modular invariant the-

ory and a better understanding of the algebraic structure of these families of

(co-)homology operations [8, 10].

Since any finite group G can be embedded in a symmetric group Zm , the

cohomology of G is a finitely generated H* (Lm)-module following Evens [7].

Moreover, since the Dickson algebra (defined below) "detects" [13, Definition

3.18, p. 54] H*(Lpn, Z/pZ), modular invariant theory plays an important role

here [8, 13, 14].
The action of the Steenrod algebra on the Dickson algebra has been under

investigation mainly because of its role in the realization of certain algebras as

cohomology algebras (see [1, 4, 17, 18, 21]). The structure of this algebra as a

module over the Steenrod algebra is still under investigation [2]. The rings of

invariants that are the objects of study in this paper are intimately related to

the construction of homology operations on certain kinds of spaces; for more

details see [9, 10, 11].
In this paper we determine the Steenrod algebra action on generators of cer-

tain rings of invariants using elementary methods, for p an odd prime. The

analogous results for p = 2 have been obtained by Hung [16]. This work is a

revised form of a section of our Ph.D. thesis written under the supervision of

H. E. A. Campbell; proofs concerning the calculation of the rings of invariants
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of parabolic subgroups can be found in [10]. Major changes were made in the

notation, expression, and appearance all due to the referee whose time and pa-

tient is much appreciated. Moreover, his/her effort to teach us how to make it

easier for the reader to follow was crucial for our first attempt at writing a paper.

We would also like to thank John McCleary for his remarkable suggestions.

The notation we use follows Hyunh [8]. We recall the details here for the

convenience of the reader.

The GL„(Z/pZ) action on

E ® P := E(xx, ... , x„) ® P(yx ,...,}>„)=' H*(EX x-xE„, Z/pZ)

is induced by the contragradient representation on H'(EX x ••• x En, Z/pZ)

(see also [13, p. 52]).
A = Ex x ■■ ■ x E„ is the subgroup of ~Lpn consisting of all translations on

an M-dimensional vector space V" = (ex, ... , e„) over Z/pZ, where £p» acts
by permuting its elements. Each £, is the p-cyclic subgroup of l.p acting on

V" as translation by et■■. We have Aut(^) = GLn(Z/pZ) together with an

^-dimensional representation p : Wj. „ (A) —> Aut(A). Here W^ „ denotes the

Weyl group of A in Xp«, that is, W^pn is the normalizer of A in Zp» modulo

the centralizer of A in Zpn. Let the dual basis of V" be {xx, ... , xn}. Then

HX(A) = (V")* and the contragradient representation of p induces an action

of GLn(Z/pZ) on H*(A, Z/pZ), where this action is extended to the y, 's via

the Bockstein monomorphism /?x, = y, :

n n

(gij)Xs = ^Z SisXi,     (gij)ys = 5Z Sisyt      for 1 < 5 < n.
1=1 J=l

Then E <8> P is a graded-commutative algebra over the Steenrod algebra with

|x,| = 1 and |j/,-| = 2 for 1 < / < n. By graded-commutative we mean

ab = (-l)WMba for a, b £ E ® P.
Since the GL„(Z/pZ)-action commutes with the Steenrod algebra Ap-action,

(E <g> P)G is an Ap-mod\x\e, where G is any subgroup of GL„(Z/pZ).

We are mostly interested in the cases G = U„, Bn , or P„(N). Here Pn(N)

denotes the parabolic subgroup of GYn(Z/pZ) associated to TV = (nx, ... , nk)

with Y. ni' — n as follows:

/[«, x nx] *       \
[n2 x n2]

Pn(N) =

\      0 [nkxnk]J

We have k blocks along the main diagonal, anything above, and 0 below,

where any block [«, x n,] is an element of GLni(Z/pZ). Note that if k = 1 ,

then P„(N) = GLn(Z/pZ), and if «, = /, then P„(N) is denoted by B„, a
Borel subgroup of GLn(Z/pZ). Finally, let U„ be the subgroup of GLn(Z/pZ)
consisting of matrices with l's along the main diagonal, anything above, and

zero below. It is well known that U„ is a p-Sylow subgroup of GLn(Z/pZ).

As was said before, the fundamental object of study of this paper is the

Steenrod algebra action on Dickson's algebra, which in this paper will refer

to (E <s> P)gl«(z/pz) . We recall that the object usually referred to as Dick-

son's algebra is pGL„(z/pZ) _  j^g ^-action on P(yx, ... , yn)G, for G = U„
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or GLn(Z/pZ), has been discussed by Campbell [3], Madsen [12], Madsen and

Milgram [13], Singer [17], Smith and Switzer [18], and Wilkerson [20], and for
(E ® P)GL»(z/Pz) by Mann [14], May [15], and Hyunh [8]. Hung [16] classi-

fied the ^-action on P(yi, ... , y„)G . First we recall some results concerning

(E <8> P)G from [8, 10]. Let Ln and Lni denote, respectively, the following

graded determinants (in the sense of Hyunh [8, p. 321]):

y\    ■■■    yn y\   ■■■   yn

vp      •••      v" v"    ■■■     v"si yn y\ yn
Ln =      . and    Lnj=,

_»-l n-I 'n n

ypi      ■■■   ypn y\   •••   Yn

Here the /th power is omitted from the second determinant, 0 < i < n — 1.

Also let

O     - L"JSen , i —    T
•L/JI

Note. Ln = n"=i vi> where v' = n^ez/pz^i^i + ••• + flz-i^-i + yi) and

Ln,a = Lpn . Dickson's formula will be used in the sequel, so it is recalled here:

Qn,S = Qn-X,sVrl+QPn-X,s-X-

The degrees of the previous invariants (of V„ , SLn(Z/pZ), and GL„(Z/pZ))

are given by:

\Vl\ = 2pi~x    [2'-1,  ifp = 2],

\Ln\ = 2(l + ---+p"-x)    [2"-l,  ifp = 2],

\Qn,i\ = 2(p"-pi)    [2"-T,  ifp = 2].

Next we discuss SL„(Z/pZ)-invariants involving monomials consisting of

x, 's and y, 's. We denote by Mn;Sl.Sm the following determinant:

X)       ■ • •       xn

M X\ ■■■ Xn

vpn~'     ••■     VP"~'
yx yn

Here there are m rows of x,'s and the s,th's powers are omitted, where 0 <

^i < ■■■ <sm < n - 1. The degree is given by

\Mn.,Sl,...,Sm\ = m + 2((l + ---+p"-x)-(ps>+■■■+?")).

We state here the following theorems concerning the ring of invariants of Un

and P„(N).

Theorem [8, Theorem 5.6]. The algebra (E <g> P)u- admits the decomposition

W,...,Fn)®(00        0        Mk;SlA.
\^=lm=10<5|<    <5m=/c-l /
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Theorem [10, Theorem 3.15, p. 52]. The algebra (E ® P)pnW admits the de-
composition

P lQvj,i, (jf-j      I vj- = E "'•  l<J<k> vj-x < i < Vj,- 1J

®(©©©        ©        MVj.,Sl_SmLp-2).

\j=l m=\ 1=1 0<s,<---<sm=Vj-l /

Here is Hyunh's explicit computation of Dickson's algebra.

Corollary [8, Theorem 4.17].

(E ® p)GL„(z/Pz) = p(QnJ, Lp„-X \ 1 < i < n - I)

®(©     ©     Mn,Sl_SmUnA.
\m=io<i!<--<jm y

Corollary [10, Theorem 3.13, p. 51].

(£®P)fl' = P(^-1,...,^-,)®(©©        ©        M,^,,...,^^-2).

\£=lm=10<Si< ■■■<Jm=/c-l /

Before stating our results we require some notation. We define C(k) —

C(k, s) to be the set of sequences c — [c0, ... , cs-X] consisting of nonnegative

integers which are solutions of the equation

s-l

k=Y,Cm(pS-l+---+PS-l-m)-

m=0

We note that C(k) can be empty, that is, not all k admit such an expression.

For example, C(pm) is empty if m < s - 1. On the other hand, consider the

numbers pm(s) = pm = ps~x H-\-ps~x~m for 0 < m < s - 1 of the equation

above:   C(pm) has exactly one element, Am , the sequence of which has all its

entries 0 except for a 1 in the wth position from the left.

Suppose that we have a sequence c £ C(k); we define \c\ — Ylcm and we

also define the support of c, denoted supp(c) to be the set of indices m for

which cm ^ 0. We further define y(c) - y(c, s) as the coefficient mod p of

f = t$ ■ • ■ tcs'-{ in the expression of (t0 + ■ ■ ■ + ts_, )lcl,  that is,

\c0--cs-XJ

As well, we define
qc _ Qca     ...oCs~'
^S   -  *ZS,S-l ^5,0  •

We are now in a position to define the polynomial

Q(k,S) = Q(k)= YI (-1)kU/(c)ac-
ceC(k)

We make the following important conventions: first, when k = 0 that

(2(0,5) = 1; and second, if k > (ps - \)/(p- 1) or k <0, then Q(k,s) = 0;
finally, if C(k) is empty, we set Q(k, s) = 0. These conventions allow for the

following succint statement of
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Theorem 4.

Pk(Lt/Ls) = Li/Ls(Q(k, s) + J2QiA-i-tQ(k ~Pt(i), s)).
^ (=0 '

We note the special case k < p'~x when the second term is zero by con-

vention since k - pt(i) < 0 for all /, 0 < t < i — 1. Here we recall pt(i) =

p'~x H-h p'~x~'. Furthermore, if k = 0 then we have (2(0, s) = 1 so that

P°(Li/Ls) = Lj/Ls. This theorem will be proved in §2. It leads to

Theorem 7.

j-i

Pk{Qn,i) = Y,Qn,sQ{k-ps{i),n) + QnMk,n).
s=0

In addition, we describe the action of the Steenrod algebra on the 'exterior'

invariants at the end of this paper.

All of the theorems in this paper have analogues at the prime 2. Put briefly,

one ignores the exterior algebras (set x, = 0) and regrades P(yx, ... , yn) by
taking the degree of y, to be 1 when p = 2. Using these conventions, we

restate our results as they apply to the prime 2 in Corollaries 6 and 10.

2. Computations

To determine the ^-action on the generators of the previous rings of in-

variants we use the following lemma due to Steenrod, the Cartan formula, and

properties of the generators.

Lemma 1 (Steenrod). Let x and y be mod p cohomology classes In any space

such that \x\ = 1 and \y\ = 2. Then:

P'x = 0,     unless i = 0.

piyk    _     fk\k + i(p-l)

In particular,

(ypk ifi = 0,

P'ypk = \ ypk+' ifi = pk,

[ 0 otherwise.

We begin our work with the generators of the polynomial algebras, namely:

¥= ri vj> -r^=v»> &m> and vri.
Li jti+x    l"-x

Using the fact that any monomial of Ln , is of the form yp' ■ ■■ yp" , the

Cartan formula, and Lemma 1, we obtain the following.
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Lemma 2.

' Ln>k ifj=Pi_i_k=piX + ---+pk,

Ln.tQZ^-QZj-iLn.k     ifj=Pn-k(n+\)=p" + ---+pk

JL I andi+\<k<n,

\Ln,,QpnJc_l-Qpnl_lLn,k   ifj^pH-k(n + l)+pt.i.i(i)

and i + 1 < k < n,

0 otherwise.

Note. We recall that L„;0 = Lpn .

In order to prove Lemma 2(b), we will need to derive the following formula:

Ln;i,k = Lni(Jfn £_j — \£n  i_xLn k.

Here Ln.ik denotes the following determinant where the /th and kth powers

are omitted:
y\    ■■■    yn

ypx    ■■■    ypn
Ln-i,k  =

yC ••• yC
Moreover, we define Lnikm in a similar form. The following sublemmas are

used in the derivation of this formula.

Sublemma 2. (a) Ln_2.jjLn_2.k + L„_2;i,kL„-2,i = Ln_2.jLn_2.,tk for
0<l<i<k<n-l and n > 3.

(b) L„_2./>,„_1L„_2;yt + L„_2,i,k,n-iL„-2;i = L„_2; iLn_2.j k „_i for
0<l<i<k<n-l and n > 3.

Proof. The proof of Sublemma 2(a) is by induction on n (expand the determi-

nants along the last row). Sublemma 2(b) is proved by applying Pp" to the

equation of Sublemma 2(a).

Suppose we want to define the action on A and that A is related with B

and C by AB = C, where the action has been determined on both B and C.

The PkA is given with respect to PmB and P'C for various m and / which

depend on k using the Cartan formula. For example, in the proof of Lemma

3 given below, we take A = Lj/Ls.
We use the following lemma in the proof of Lemma 3, and it is also required

in the proof of Theorems 4 and 7, which have been omitted here.

Lemma.

Q(k,s) = -Yi(      Y,      Q(k-Pm,s)\Qs,s-i-m.
m=0  Y6C(/c-pm,5) '

Proof. We note that if m £ supp(c) for c £ C(k, s) = C(k) then c(m) =

c-Am £ C(k-pm) and so \c\ = \c(m)\ + \. Furthermore, Qcs = Qcs(m)Qs,s-\-m ■
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Also, if d £ C(k - pm) then d + Am £ C(k). We have only to show now that

y(c) = Y yW))-
/esupp(c)

We consider the equation

(to + •• • + /,_i)|c| = (to + • •• + ts-i)(t0 + ■■■ + f*-i)|c,_1

= (t0 + --- + <vi) I  Y y(c(l))tC{l)) +othertermsJ
\/€supp(t-) /

=    Y   (y(c(/))/c(/))^-i-/ + other terms

/Gsupp(c)

= y(c)f + other terms,

as required.

Lemma 3. For 0 < k < p'~x we have

Pk(Ll/Ls)^(Li/Ls)Q(k,s).

We recall that Q(k,s) is defined just prior to the statement of Theorem 4 in

the introduction.

Proof. The proof is by induction on k . We use the abbreviation pm = ps~x +

-\- ps~x~m. We could start with k = 0, but we learn more by starting with

0 < k < ps~x H-hp + 1 = ps_x. We consider the equation

Pk(ALs) = Pk(Li).

The right-hand side of this equation is zero because k < p'~x (see Lemma

2(a)). Applying the Cartan formula and Lemma 2(a) to the left-hand side, we

obtain
Pk(A)Ls + APk(Ls) = Pk(A)Ls + ALs,s_x_m

if and only if k — pm for some m, 0 < m < s - 1; otherwise, Pk(A) = 0.

That is, we have Pk(A) = -AQStS^X-m if k = pm and = 0 otherwise. On the

other hand, if k = pm we have C(k) = {Am} and the formula of the lemma
gives also PPm(A) = —AQss-X-.m as reqired. Otherwise, in this range, C(k) is

empty, and the formula gives zero by convention.
So we may assume the formula of the lemma holds for those / with ps-i <

1 < k <p'"x. We once again consider the equation

Pk(ALs) = Pk(Li) = 0,

which may be rewritten, using the Cartan formula, Lemma 2(a), and induction

as
k 5-1

-Pk(A) = Ypk~'Wpl(L*yLs = E Pk-pm(A)Ls,s_x_m/Ls
/=1 m=0

= E(      E       Q(k-Pm,S)\Qs.s-l-m.
m=0 \tC{k-Pm)

The proof now follows immediately from the lemma above.

The proof of the remainder of Theorem 4 is a similar induction and so we

omit it.
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Corollary 5.

Pk(Vi) = Vi(Q(k, i-\) + Q,,i-i(Q(k-p0(i), /- 1))).

Proof. We take s = i — 1 in Theorem 4. We note that the second term is zero

by convention unless k = p'~x when the formula yields

Vi{-QZ-ltl-2 + Qi,i-i)

which equals Vf by Dickson's formula, quoted in the introduction.

Corollary 6 [13]. Let p = 2. Then

' ViQi-i,i-2-t    ifk = 2i-2 + --- + 2i-l~t,

Sqk(V,) = l   V2 ifk = 2'~x,

0 otherwise.

Proof of Theorem 1. We sketch here the proof of this theorem. We again use

the previous method, namely, we observe that Q„ t ,-L„ = Lni. So we apply Pk

to both sides of this equation. Using the Cartan formula and Lemma 2 and

proceeding as above we obtain the desired result.

Corollary 8 [19].

(Qn,i-\ ifj = i-l,

-Qn,iQn,n-l       if j = n - \ ,

0 otherwise.

Proof. According to Theorem 7, we must find the j's such that either of the

sets C(pJ, n) or C(p> -ps(i), n) is not empty. Considering the restrictions for

j: p'~x < pj < p"~x, we conclude that the first set contains only one sequence

when j = n — 1 and the second one when j - i - 1, the zero sequence (a

nonzero solution requires j > n — I, which contradicts the restriction).

Corollary 9 [15]. Let p = 2 . Then

'  Qn,n-l-mQn,s       tfk = 2" - 2""1"'" + 2< - 2s

and 0<m<n-l-i,

Sqk(Qn,i) = \   Qn,s ifk = 2'-2s,

Q2ni ifk = 2"-2',

0 otherwise.

As a final application we compute Pk Vf/~x . We recall that F/_1 is a gener-

ator of (P(yi, ... , yn))B" where Bn is the group of upper triangular matrices.

We use Qn-i,o^n~l = Qn.o»the Cartan formula, and Theorem 7 to get

Theorem 10.

f   Q^-0(Pk(Qn,o)-VP-X(Pk(Q„_i,o)

Pk(VnP-l)=\ +2Zn7=lQn-l,n-2-mPk-p'»(Qn-l,0))) ,

[ 0    ifC(k) = 0.
Proof. The proof depends on the following observations and the Cartan for-

mula:

(a)   P"-(yrx) =   VryQn-\,n~i-m  for pm(n -l)=pm = p"-2 + ■■■ +
n't—2—m
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(b)   Plp>»(Vnp-x) = 0 if / # 1 and lpm < p"~x.

(C)   pp>-+P>(Vp-x) = 0 if m ? t and pm +pt<p"~x .

Corollary 11.

' -Vp-XQn-\,n-2 ifk = n-2,

pp\VP-i)=) (Vp-l(Vrl+2Qp_Un_2))     ifk = n-\,

. 0 otherwise.

Now we compute the /Ip-action on certain generators of (E®P)G involving

M„;Sl.Sk ■ Note that any monomial in M„;Sli_tSk is of the form x,, • • -x^jfj'

xyJ2 '"rfn-k ' where l ^ h < h < ■■ < ik < n, and {ji, ... , jn-k)
is the complement of {ix, ... , ik} in {1,...,«}. Hence the ^-action on

Mn>Sl,...,sk is completely determined by Lemma 1 and the Cartan formula:

Lemma 12.

«**■■..-{$-""*"." 2L£

(c) Pp-\Mn.s) = { M"^^,«-i - Mn,n_iQn,s     ifs^n-l,

[ 0 //" S = /? - 1.

.Proo/. (a) and (b) are obvious. For (c) we note that the determinant given by

Mi;s , where its last row has been replaced by y\ ■ ■ -yp , can be expressed by

Mn;sQn,n-\ - M„.„-iQ„tS (see [10, Lemma 2.20, p. 69]).

Corollary 13.

<»\pp'(m \-)M»^> ■••.»;-».-.*     ifi = Sj-landSj-i?Sj-\,
wr (Mn-,Sl,...,Sk)-<0 othgrwise

Mn-,Si ,...,skQn,n-\

(b)Ppn~\Mn,s.,Sk)=\      +Sti(-1)'JMi.:-,.-.*.-..*..-ifi-.«
ifsk < n - 1,

[o        ifsk>n-\.

Here M ~ ,  means the Sj index is missing.
n ;s\.s, ,...,5fc , Jt —1 ' °

Finally,

Theorem 14. (a) The value of Pp' on the invariant M„-Si.skLp~2 is

' M„.Sl.Sj-i.SkLp~2        ifi = Sj- 1 andsj-i ^ Sj - 1,

0 if i = Sj-i = Sj - I or i - I ^ Sj, n,

i    -Lr2(M„;il,...,^n,n_1+Et,(-l)'M.,].7i_Sk„_xQn,s)

ifi — n—l and sk < n - 1,

w (p-2)Mn;Sl.SkLf,~2Qn<n-i,     /// = «- 1 andsk =n-l.
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(b) The value of /? on the same invariant above, Mn-^^_^kLpn~2, is

<(-\)k-xMn.,Sl„..,SkLpn-2     ifsx=0,

\ 0 otherwise.

Using the methods above the reader may discover the formulas for the action
of Pk for any k on the invariants of Theorem 14.
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